Spiros Consulting is a research and policy consulting firm. The type of clients we have really depends on the time of the year but in the past, we have had a range of clients on the local and national level, including some mayoral races, as well as congressional, senate, and gubernatorial level races.

Interns help us with whatever comes up that day or week. Typically, they help go through campaign finance, vet donors to make sure that people are allowed to donate to the campaign, help us create vote books for our clients, and research policy ideas. One project that interns work on frequently is a policy ideas book. When we find interesting policy ideas in the news, we’ll have interns research these ideas, write them up and put them into our portfolio of ideas that is presented to clients who contract us for policy.

We prefer applicants to be sophomores or above, and political experience is helpful, but not at all a requirement. This is a paid internship; stipend is $2,000 for the summer. We do request that interns be available full-time for summer internships.

Anyone interested can send a resume and cover letter to interns@spirosconsulting.com. Thank you!